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systems=8 nvestigate~d, and with speed of precipitation, if
severa1. reactionsare neglected whioh participate in the
react.1on-system. In, order to obtain single crystals free o0'
disorders, growth con~ditions have, o0 be set up which make
possible growth by way• f two dimensional nucleus formation,
or at' steps formed by s'rew dislocations. The load charge
and habitus of the equilibrium form planes appearing under
these conditions during growth from the gas phase are depen-
dent on the supersaturation. Thus, they determine the macro-
and microscopic-morphology of the single crystals which, in a
certain way, is also •predetermined by' the rod axis orientation
of the support. The morphological findings can be classified
as follows:

1) Shell or boundary planes which are either
a)'smooth growing equilibrium form planes and shift
parallel in the. direction of the normal, or
b)' coarse Planes whose subindividuals are made up
from equiliibrium, form planes

2) Surf•ace profiles on the §hell planes with crystallo-
graphically defined boundaries'ýwhi'ch-are called steps.-

There is a close connection between the morphology and
the true structure of such crystals in dependence on super-
saturation; it can be classified as follows:

1) Growth with little supersaturation on macroscopi-
cally and mir,roscopically stepped smooth, and particularly
coarsened planes will lead to an inhomogeneous crysta, volume.
The inhomogeneities characteristic of this growth are desig-,
nated, as disorder areas and layers, and show 'an extent in the
form of sequential dislocation arrangements which is compar-
able to tne build-up of subgrain boundaries up to cracks as
coarse disorders in the same crystallographic directions.

2), Growth with higher supersaturation over macroscopi-
cally smooth surfaces, especially if all shell planes are
equilibrium formn planes, Will result in a homogeneous (free
of disorder arelis and layers)crystal volume from molybdenum7

made by thermal decomposition homogeneous single crystals
witt rod axis orientations of <110>, <100> and (01I>
could be obtained which are bounel by the equilibrium form
planes (110), {(00), (211), filil depending on tne
orientation of the rod axis. Tungiten 8  grown according

FTE-HC-23-1787-71
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to the same procedure shoiqs {II0) exclusively as equili-
briumr, 2orm plane under faiiorable growth condi.tions, so that
only (OIM will. lead to exclusive limitat-ion by smooth

{IlO planes and thius to homogeneous single crystals.
It I's the g6al of this paper to characterize more closely the
fine structure of these single crystals with metallographic
and x-ray methods. The coarse structure at cracks and sub-
grain boundaries qan be made visible by optical microscopy
where polished {I00} planes 9  also permix proof of dis-
locationz with the help of etch pits, as well a's by the Berg-
Patrett techniq3uel 0  ;its advantages as against r-he micro-
scopical proceduwe were pointed out by Gunther. *1 Under
the conditions of the particularly clear arrangement, of dis-
order layers built up from dislocation sequences in oirysrals
grown from the gas phase, the Berg-Barrett technique (BB) is
at the .1iit of resolut!on. The orientation differences of
such growtn layers were obtained through rocking curves and
topographica: recordings made with a- double-crystal spectro-
meter From the contrast variations o'f different
crystal sections, the JJCS method also gives qualitative infor-
mation on the kind and the preferred type of dislocations in
the disorder layers. Of a3l' x-ray topographical procedures
the Lang method13 offers the most favorable resolution
conditions, however, it requires the most ,expensive sample
preparati'on-. The Lang tmethod suppli es information on the
density, the kind and type or dislocations.

PIresently, no theoret;1cal statements are available on
the formatlon of coarse disorders like cracks or even dislo-
catlon3 in crystals grown from the gas phase so that the
results on the true structure were only ,organized according
tr phenomenology.

2. True Structure of Molybdenum and Tungsten Sinpl~e Cr a13.

2.1 Inhotogeneous Sinle Crystals.

2.1.1 Interaction of Morphology and True Structure.

TO characterize single crystal.3 grown fron, the gas
phase over macroacopicaily stepped shell planes, the de-ig-
nations ;rowth region, - layer and disorder region layer
will be u:•ed. Growth reg.ono are the crystal volumob grown.

""PI - 77-3



. ~�~rad~-ayn into- the various cx~$rsta-ilograpnic directions •which
are bound at the-surface by -shell planes. The growth lAyers
are positioned in the growth regions and are the crystal
volumes which are bound at the surface by the profile of the
steps on the shell planes. Disorder regions are the transi-
htion regions betweeh growth' regions and disorder layers-,re
the boundary planes of growth layers.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the growth and disorder
orientations- for a <110> single crystal. Growth areas
extend inio <211> and (110> directions, also, (I00>
and (I11> regions: may occur depending ,on the growth condi-
tions. The disorder region: and disorder layers appear at
the follrowing places in the order of their extent:

A) disor~der regioins between colliding growth regions,
disorder. laye(rs as- a trace of the. hollow edges of
steps on coarsen-ed planes,

c) disorder layers as trace of the hollow edges on
smooth planesý.

Furthermore, the extent of these disorders decreases

with increasing supersaturation. This is caused by a %,educed
supersaturation in the border region of the shell plane and
in the nollow edges ', the steps. This shows kp as a sensi-
ti-ve characteristic of supersaturation at -the morphological
appearances of the step formation. This supersaturation
gradient towards the border region of the macroscopic shell
planes, as rep!esented schematically in Fig. 2, is larger'
than in the -profile of the steps -of convex and enclosed
edge (Fig. 2). Thu&, from the standpoint of the supersatur-
atio4i gradient the extent of the disorders is larger in the
d!•orruer regions than in the d1sorder layers. The flatter
the surface relief of the -ateps is developed on the shell
olanes the smaller is the supersaturation gradient and with
it the degree of disorder.

A few ,examples will demonstrate the dependence on super-
saturation of these disorders. Low supersaturations with
macro aseps on the shell planes (Fig., 3) lead to cracks in
the disorder regions and layers (Fig. 3b). vue to bigger
subind-lviduals the disorder region between the <211>
rgrowth reg4ons shows more -pronounced cracks than that between
(21 I> 1-4 -



ArOea of ayLerfarance.

c of grow , , -. " G Cross Sction. A-A C'OIS S6etion, B-B

I M I

211,1

fTill (100
Ora~tnt, layer. Interfe~'eyrce jeur

(:i) (b) (C)

Fig. .1. Socnematic representation of the growth and
disorder regions as well as growth and disorder layers,
for a <ito single crystal. a) disorder regions

betj•ween colliding 211 and Ito' growth regions.
Depending on tne degree of supersaturation, between thev

211' regions there ,Aill also be a .100 growth
regioný. b) Disorder layers as trace oi' the hollow
edges of steps on coarse planes. c0) Di..order layeo • ao
trace of the hollow edges on smooth planes.

The craok shaped disorder lavers in the gro,:wth "e,"!on
clearly can be associated with the traces of the hollc, ~ ev e
o0' the steus. The interval of tne steps on the iuriface
correates with the distances of the cvacKs iii tlhv co,-tA
volume. Relatively higher supersaturation.,-; lead to ,
steps on the shell planes and to disoraer layers in t"

re-ions which exnibit dislocation .equencez in the t1i• a-.
arrangevnent of the subtrain boundaries as is shovin by tnhe
(010) polished cross sections of a <Ki i tungstei ,1iCIn.c
orystal.

The expansion of the disorders to a three die o•

"-5-



crack can be seen clearly in the 0100) growth region in
Fig. 4. It-.is caused Dy larger iubindividuals with increas-
ing layer th'ickness. The possibility in principle of a
disorder free growth is pointed ouc by the undisturbed
initial layer. The crystallographic location and the build-
up of the disorder layers which are well visible on the
,high'er light optical micrographs of Fig. 4b are discussed
taking the <110> tungsten single crystal shown in Fig. 4 as
an example.

2.1.2 :Crystallographic location and build-up of the~ dis-
order layers.

Since only plane orientations ar~ound (10) can be
etched meta-llographica-Ily an investigation of several crystal
sections was carried out through combination with the x-ray
DCS method. The goal was to determine the crystallographic
position of the disorder layers caubed by the surface profile
and the degree of reciprocal angles of th1e growth layers
which for larger orientation differences can be seen in the
splitting of Laue reflexes-

The following results were obtained:

a) The mirror symLrmetry plane or the bisecting line of
the angle of the. planes of the growth steps on the shell
planes result as tne crystallographic location of the dis-
order layers between the growth layers. Thus, the following
disorder layers (Fig. 5) appear for single crystals with

(110> rod axis orientation in the growth regions of the
corresponding shell planes.

Shell planes J110):

Growth region (J10):
Growth steps: (1"0), (011): disorder layer: (101);
Growth steps: (f O),(OI1); disorder layer: (IO0).

Growth region (1o0):
Growth steps: (10). (of1) disorder layer: !101):

Growth steps: (Ho).(0TA): disorder layer: (101).

-0-



~ 2. z)chewatic repret.eriaaion of iLhe &,Upersatomz-
tlon gradient. ahbove the snell plares (a) and abzwk. _

Tn ';ýc m~tallo-mraow (101) jeI-L:!,n ('~.'L hx
(,,Aldr layer,. run obliquely in /110", icAb~ n txic
C-C9) iect.Thn horizontally -in tnie direct.1cn 100,o.

ax, i~ on~ tach qiI 1w nell plane14 -icsur, (III)
;rviztn Jt~t,- v. ill appear whAich lea~q to a Lota.% of u
I f I I c no isordehr layrc.ý

'~hell nlaiie, {21fl:

Or~th 'te~: 111011 wit~h tlhe zone axes [311-1
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Fig 3. `. 1i°- "M0oiybdenum single crystals with low
superzatura-iu*0. (a,)p (io1 Shell plane with Viio)
macro t (b) crack snaped disprder regions and
l ayers In ti., crystal volume.

In the metall6graphic '(010) cut (Fig. L1a,c) che dis,-

order layer is perpendicular in the direction tool).

Shell planes (100}:

Growth steps: (013), (10), (Oh),, (0i1);
Disorder layer: (1101 with zone axis [001];

!jMorder layer: tIool with zone axis [001J.

In the metallographic (010) section (Fig. 4a) the disorder layers
are parallel to (001). Fig. 6 shows the various locations in the (001)
section.

The extent of the disorders in the crystals depends on the height
difference in the surface relief. The degree of disorder contihiues to be
the result of the n'imber of effective disorder layers,. This number is
highest in ie {100) shell plane region so that /this region is disturbed
the most. In the disorder region {t10)-12111, the disorder layers of the
neighboring growth regions (Fig. 3b) penetrate each other and lower super-
saturations lead to the formation of cracks.

(b) In order to determine the kind and type of dislocation

" 8 -
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101 oilj

9 I0

10 lox 10OT

PM shell planes 100) shell planes
o growth steps o growth steps
x disorder layer x disorder layer

112

I101 101 h

arrangement of the disorder
layers in the region of the

120i1 - shell planes

iFig. 5: ScheniAtic representation of the location of
the ais6rder layers in ilo, single crystals.

in the disorder layers the orientation and extinction x-ray
contrast on (001), (112), (111) and ý(110) sections were com-
pared. The e-xperlmental findings showed that the t110)
disorder layers between growth layers are built up from
dislocations with a predominant share of steps. Qualitative-
ly, the contrasts can be associated with-dislocations ,of the
type b = 1/2 jiftj and b = 1/2 [ItIJ (Fig. 7).

1- 1 -
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Fig. o: -(OO1)- layer with (110) and, {1} disorder
!ayers in tne (001),gowth region.

00i

!fll In10 iJ

2 b12 - b l

MO7) to 10 ho '10 ~ '110" -, iI ; ; Jf

2 ab C
Fig, 7: Location of the possible, Stcp dislocatlonf;, in
the Oisorder layer. (a)' Hepresearta;Ion in btereop,•ra-
phic projection, (b) in the (l,) drisorder layer oi' toe

11111 growth vegibns, (c) in t'ne ,tw)• disorder layev..
of tne ,itw growth regions,
The. (100) disorder ltyers appearitig in the (1001 growth region

ought to be built up from step dfisl(oations only.

(c) Froim the distance of the rows of etch fi-ures the
width of the growth layers turns out to be about o011. T hl
corresponds to the distancez of the fine-istripes on the x-ray
A.0t:: (F1,-'. 6a) whiCn, tnerefore,, can be assoclated w'to. tuK,



•ro. th layers.

(d) From the distance of the etch figures in the dis-
order layers DU_ 5pn the reciprocal angles between the
growth layers is b0 • 0.2 angle minutes with the simplified,
assumption of 0 =b/D . In agreement with this -t was found
that the orientation differences ,determined with x-rays are
of the order 6f magnitude of 1 angle minute. It can be seen
from the rocking curves of 1iarge .6xystal regions with about,
100 growth. layers that these reciprocal angles dP not add up
in the same sense of rotation, to a correspondingly high
orientation width but obviously occur with alternating direc-
tion ofI rotation. This can 'be explained with a cnange of1 the
sign ( +,-) of the dislocations in the neighboring disorder
layers.

(e) The substrates for the manufactld~e'of single cry-
stalk, inade through recrystallization after critical defor;-
mation, have, a subgrain structure whic-h continues in the
material growing on them in the form of "growth regions" of
different orientation. These growth. regions (designated B)
are causing the coarse picture structuring in Fig.. 8 with,
reciprocal angles of several minutes,. Based on the appearance
of' contrast at various. oriented sections it is assumed that
the disordered transition layers between the growth regions
consist:mainly of screw dislocations with b = 1/2 [ill].

(f) The DCS picture of the (II0), shell plane (Fig. 9)
shows a cell structure within the growth, layers. It results
L'rom the combined appearance of (011), ('O'l) growth steps
and with, this, al.• growth layers of (101) and (10l). ýhe
par'tial pictures ,(recorded with one minute difference each
in the angle of incdence make clear the reciprocal angles
between the cells which -is due to an accumulation of predom-
inantely step dislocations.

"2.2 Homoreneou.; single crystals.

A homogeneous crystal volume is formed by growth over
macroscopically smooth shell planes as is shown in Fig. 10
for a <00>, molybdenum, single crystal with four each 110}
and ,{100) shell planes. The following can be said about
the true structure:

-12



i " ig.8: -DCS picture of an inhomo0reneous tungt:ten

zin-le crystal. (111) oectiofh through t21 01 -'r-cw.th
regions. T•he stripe-sh~aped partial picture.i, are ob-

• •,~~rainbd by stepwije changre of' the angle ofinde .
b ~~~The fine-atripes can be attribul-ed to the grow•.th lvr
Sor (130) diaord'er layers, respectively and the coai~(-

picture structuring to the growtn regions.

• (a) Njo pliase boundary can be noticed between th~e jub-
:?•str~ate and the layer grown on, It. The regions only dlifl cr,
;,o by density of dislocations.

(b) In the layer grown on the substrate subcrradln
• boundaries may be present. The causes for this could be.'

S . [11 acci]dental supersaturation inhom(ovge~eltLc - It,
•, • the •,oti conditions;

i, -13 -
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j I1

pH 5, 6# tj
Fig. 9: DCS picture of the (110) shell plane of an
inhomogeneous tungsten single crystal. The cell
structure is formed by (101) and (101) disorder layers
intersecting each other.

[2] impurities on the surface qf the substrate;

[3] subgrain boundaries present in the substrate
continue into the layer, growing o.hl it as, can be shown
metallographically, and on BB pictures (Fig. lla,b). Zone.
molten rods used as substrates always exhibit such subgrain
bouthdaries while single crystalline filaments made through
recrystallization after critical deformation largely are
free of these disorders (Fig. llc).

(c) The layer deposited from the gas phase shows low
disorder densities which have been caused' by the following
rnethodic advantages:"

[1] small temperatuire gradient, and'., thus, avoid-
ance of thermal stresses:

[2] high thermal purity of the halides as base
m:iaterial this includes decreased solubility of the compo-
nents of the remaining gas atmosphere;

[31] low void concentration with low deposition
temperatures.

The pictures of the sectiofns were enlarged wizh an
optical ni.croscope, they have low revolution and show an

-14 -
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Mot)- it4 lf)

Rig 10: <100> imolybdenutz., single crystal witil high
supersaturation: (a) macroscopically st-fioth surl'ace,K - ~(b) oinogeneouao crystal volume.

iLrregular distribution of the dislocations. The Lang recn-
n~ique, nowever,, provides data on the density, 1idadtp
ol' the di:3iocations1  Topographies of various (110) reile.xeQ
were r.1ade oi' a .100 -fno'lybdenurii single crystal free of
subgrain boundaries. Tile pictures (Fig. 12). yield tne
foillowing results:'

V a) in the growrth reGions of the shell planes of ~IIIW
and tioo} the crys~tal shows cont-rast6 from diplocation
t;roup-- and single dislocacions. Contraot appearari.es 11AE
G~o anoinaJlous hran.sIipi~sion point oan lead to a di.;locaibic~ri
UJen .-ty of Y CMF cr aln

(o) Geom~etry orf tre diislocationi arranrgeroen, the coo-
tra~to and the, possible Burgers vectors point to stepj

d 1 .-,o eat Q -o n s or, t ile ty p e b = 11 < 1,11>
(c) The contraz~t- in the 1110; and (100, growth r~

are posltioi~ed parall;el to <.Ilo> directions. These dlo
cations shown in the picture with b =1/2 <1I1) and -L2][ ar2Ii..on,, the planes possiole with <21i) a3 zone :'

Jt..pori~ance of {iool as growth and diaorder planecz L'or o
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1mmm

I11(b)

F!i~ 11: Tn~i'uence of' the trvuýe structure of' the sub-
%,trate on 6he layer grvoinpi' onAt (a) mool cro'ss-
oecti!on oie a <110> molyode'num single crystal with
.:ube~raý_n boundaries fromn the zone molten substrate.

ý'3 prooL' of su-h sub~ralri boundaries with BB pictures,
0 'll picture of7 a sin~le crysital free of" subgrain

uOuni'darles with single cry1st'calline suiptrate m~ade
Lnrou:;ni recrysta.l lzat ion.
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):Fig. 3.2: Lang pictures oi' dislocation structures in
°• ~ ~~~~the."00l) section of? a molybdenum single cry stal:([O)()tpgah ()12(b

topogrp•wt elx

inin'o;,,oeneous crysta'ls. In the {I.00} growth region a pr¢-

£'erred direction of the contrasts towards' (310> to {2I0>
can be .ound. These dislocations are built up from parsca

piece with step character which also ought to be located in

{!lOl planes.
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3. Summary

The, Jrorpholog-y of single crystais -rowfi from the gas,phase is a nesuitf -the qombination of equilibrium forum
p lanes-. -Low suLpergsaturations lead over stepped, microscopi-

cally smooth :pianes, and especially coarsened planes, to an
inhomogeneous crystal volume. Uith higher supersaturations
griowth takes place over macroscopicaliy smooth planes-;and
results in homogene us single -crystals with. a low dislocation
density .<10 4 cm- ) Tfree of disorder regions and layers.
Disorders in the inhomogeneous crystals are arranged in layers
whose- crystallographic location is determined by morphology.
It was found:that the disorder- layer is always the plane of
mirror symmetry of the planes of neighborinig growth steps.
Therefore, the preferential position.toi the (11011 equilibrium
!orm plane and the {1101 steps on smooth and coarsened shell
planes resultingfrom It, lead'-predominantl'y to {110) -d-is-
order layers:. The disorder layers contain mainly disloca-
1AOns with step character of the type b = 1/2 ,(III> which
cause alternating tilting in the order of magnitude of one
angle minute between neighboring growth layers. Larger
orientation differences in the sihgle crystals are due to
disorders in the substrate which continue into the volume
growing on it.

We would like to thank Dr. P. Finke for the metallo-
graphic investigations, also Dr. C. Becker for providing and
discussing the Lang-topographies, and Dr. H. Wadewitz forthe investigations-with the Berg-Barrett technique.
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